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MACHINE CONSTRUCTION rich in 
TRADITION and COMPETENCE

We are your reliable and competent partners in recycling.
We specialize in the construction and production of recycling machinery.
Our clients are guaranteed the highest standards of quality and flexibility, 
ranging from design to delivery and including turn-key delivery of your plant.

Your advantages:

   Our competence and experience in machinery construction gathered over many years

   We constantly apply the latest machine construction technology

   We offer our motivated and committed employees the best possible training 
   and further education

   Tailor-made customer-specific planning, design and implementation of 
   all-inclusive solutions

   All in one go – design, development, construction, and implementation

   Your direct partner from the first contact to the turnkey delivery and handover 
   of the plant

   We assure that our quality is guaranteed by our excellent national network 
   of  component suppliers

Andreas Wagner Alexander Wagner
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In 1977 the company was founded by Gerhard Wagner in Neuhaus am Klausen-
bach, Burgenland, Austria. Their traditional machinery construction is being exten-
ded to the construction and production of recycling machinery; with this speciali-
zation the company becomes a trendsetter.

In 1978 the first WAGNER 
“disintegrator” for agroforestry 
for firewood production was 
constructed.

In 1992 the first WAGNER single 
shaft shredder, WS 22, was 
launched. This was the start 
of the company’s success story, 
followed by many other 
innovative shredders.

In 2002 the sole trader became 
a limited company,  WAGNER’s 
Maschinenbau GmbH.

“From the very beginning, the company was 
run by my father Gerhard Wagner, honorary 
counsellor of commerce, and it has been a 
family business. Along with my mother, my 
brother Alexander, Elke my wife, and I have 
been active in the firm. Today we are proud 
of belonging to one of the most innovative 
companies in the recycling trade. 
Many happy customers and renowned 
reference projects all over Europe and 
overseas emphasize our 
long-term success.”
(Andreas Wagner, chief executive officer)

OUR HISTORY OF SUCCESS

Gerhard Wagner , honorary counsellor of commerce

Elke Wagner

Emma Wagner
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WAGNEŔ S   -SHREDDERS 
for flexible USAGE
WAGNER’s technology can handle all types of plastic, textiles, big bag, electronic 
waste and cable, cardboard boxes, wood, or domestic waste.

A defined granulate is prepared, for a variety of 
flexible usage such as:

   reuse

   recycling

   production of alternative fuel

   volume reduction

   internal recycling

   thermal application
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WAGNEŔ S   -PERFORATORS

The perforators are used for slitting or piercing PET bottles. 
This process enables the production of compressed bales 
with higher density and compactness.

Potential applications:

   in the sorting shaft

   in the compression bale shaft

   on pressing containers

The perforators are individually adjustable 
to the respective situation.

perforator 10

perforator 32-2
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WAGNEŔ S    TYRE DISMANTLER 

The tyre dismantler separates rims and tyres from car wheels. 
The machine is used on sites where a large quantity of tyres 
needs to be processed quickly and efficiently. 

Advantages:    

   powerful hydraulics

   solid design

   high security standard

   high availability and 
   longevity

WAGNEŔ S    BALE BREAKERS 

The bale breaker opens up or disintegrates different types of compressed bales. 

Advantages:

   simple handling

   high availability and low maintenance

   freely programmable PLC with operating display

   easy maintenance tools
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WAGNEŔ S    NETWORK PARTNERS

WAGNER machines are used nearly all over the world. This presence is also due to 
our excellent and reliable sales partners whose number keeps growing. If you want 
to become part of our rising network, join the club! Do not hesitate to contact us, 
we are looking forward to getting to know you!

MACHINE CONSTRUCTION rich in 
TRADITION and COMPETENCE

Alexander Wagner
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